Academic Senate
Grossmont College
Monday, October 6, 2014
11:00 – 12:20pm in Griffin Gate

I. INFORMATION ITEMS
   A. Scheduling and Enrollment Strategies – Pam Deegan
      The entire Senate agenda will be devoted to sharing and discussing information from
      the recent District-wide two-day workshops about enrollment and scheduling
      strategies. At that time we discussed approaches to the academic calendar, data that
      helps inform scheduling, and best practices for getting as many students as possible into
      the classes they need to complete their education. A representative group from
      Grossmont also drafted a list of goals for achieving the best possible scheduling and
      enrollment practices for our programs and students.

II. PRESIDENT’S REPORT: Coming: New Organizational chart of District and College Functions
    to help everyone identify and understand and the difference between the work in these
    departments

Next Meeting: Monday, October 20, 2014 from 11:00-12:20pm in Griffin Gate